Sinolytics Geopolitical Advisory

Providing in-depth analysis, comprehensive
risk-assessment and systematic forecasting of
geopolitical developments tailored to your
China business and focusing on the specific
impacts on your company

Click here to
contact us

Sinolytics: A European research-based consultancy focused on China
Profile
• Offices in Berlin and Beijing
• Nexus between policy and business

Key services
Risk Radar

 Continuous, tailored policy and regulatory
monitoring, trend detection and forecasting

Approach
Primary source and Chineselanguage research

Strategy
Building

 Policy-driven strategy development, strategic
positioning, and strategy implementation

Geopolitical
Advisory

 Geopolitics monitoring & forecasting, scenario
building, impact assessment and mitigation

• Advising companies from across all
business sectors

Cybersecurity

 Data-/Cybersecurity Regulation, Social Credit
System, Environmental compliance

• 60+ clients, including some of the
largest and most respected foreign
companies operating in China

Market
Analysis

 Market intelligence for Chemicals, Auto,
Machinery, Finance, Retail, …

Depth in content, while strong
in contextualization

 Shortlisting of investment targets, financial and
regulatory due diligence and project PMO

Extensive expert network and
research partners

• Blending in-depth research with
management consulting approach
• Bridgebuilders: Diverse team with
European & Chinese perspectives

• Founded in 2017
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M&A and VC

Problem-solving and
developing tailored solutions
Flexible delivery formats:
strategies, reports,
workshops

GEOPOLITICAL CHALLENGES TO BUSINESS

Why clients seek our service
 Assess the risks of geopolitics and decoupling
 Integrate scenario forecasting into decision
making
 Build strategies for resilience and risk
mitigation
 Raise awareness and change
mindsets internally
 Find hands-on solution to supply
chain disruptions

 No general talk about decoupling,
but drilling down to detailed
impacts
 Strong quantitative and qualitative
framework to assess geopolitics
 Combining China-specific knowledge with
geopolitical lens
 Connecting research with strong experience in
hands-on consulting
 Multinational team with diverse backgrounds and
offices in Europe and China

 Providing a European and Chinese perspective on
geopolitics

What makes Sinolytics unique

Risk Assessment
•

Analyze main trajectories
of geopolitical change

•

Assess geopolitical risk
exposure and impacts
specific to your business

•

Forecast future trends
and scenarios

Contact us

Risk Monitoring

Action Plan

Burning Platform

•

Monitor trends that
change your risk
calculation

•

Define strategies to
avoid risks and build
resilience

•

Raise awareness for
geopolitical challenges
at board level

•

Install an “earlywarning” mechanism to
alert you to new risks

•

Prepare contingency
plans in case certain
risks materialize

•

Accelerate shifts in
strategy building

•

Provide benchmarks
and best practices

•

Review regularly the
impact of geopolitics
on your business

How we support our clients on geopolitics

A new world order: State protectionism is complicating companies’ globalization efforts
Protectionist interventions by states have skyrocketed
+157%
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The multilateral, rules-based order on
which companies are relying on for dispute
resolution and planning certainty is
increasingly challenged
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Investment and trade relations between the
US / EU and China are now highly
politicized and framed in terms of national
security concerns
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Although companies continue to globalize
their operations, national economic
protectionism is back on the rise

Companies’ global operations will continue
to be disrupted by a growing number of
unilateral state interventions

A new world order: this is not a short-term disruption, but the emergence of a new system
Global economy
faces multiple crises

Crises of
nature

• Great power competition
Climate

Driving Change

• Economic decline
• Weakness of global institutions

Decou
-pling

War

Diverging
values

• Political and policy uncertainty
• Global military tensions

Reinforcing
each other

Crises of
values

• De-globalization forces

COVID

Reinforcing
each other

Crises of
power

Features of “System X”
(as it seems)

Nationalism

“Normality” as before 2016 will not
come back
We help you to understand and
navigate the emerging “System X”
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A new world order: Firms need to integrate geopolitics into their decision making
Companies are feeling the
heat from geopolitics:

This is directly impacting China
business of companies:

Key questions companies
need to answer:
CEO:

46%

German companies report
severe disruptions to their
China supply chains
due to Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine
- AHK Flash Survey

Import restrictions
Continental’s exports into China denied due to
geopolitical conflict between China and Lithuania

33%
7

- EUCCC Business
Confidence Survey

•

Exposure to unexpected events?
Responsibilities for monitoring &
interpreting?
Look out for alternative markets?

COO:
•
•

Diversification
Apple shifted some iPad production to Vietnam
amid China supply chain woes

European companies say
attractiveness of China’s
market decreased

•
•

Risk officer:
•
•

Decoupled
Microsoft shut down LinkedIn China due to
compliance issues and replaced it with the
China-only InJobs App.

Effects on business planning?
Adaptability of supply chains?

Geopolitics correctly factored in risk
framework?
Forecast accuracy?

HR/Communications:
•
•

Implications for talent recruiting?
Global workforce protected against
national sentiments?

Sinolytics’ approach: Our framework for assessing the impact of geopolitics
How geopolitics impacts corporations

Impact on
companies

Geopolitical
Trends

Actions

Actions

Actions

Actions

Actions
• Developing counter-actions to mitigate the
impacts

Impacts

Impacts

Impacts

Impacts

Impacts
• Digging down into a high detail level to assess
the impacts on your company

Policies/
Instruments

Policies/
Instruments

Policies/
Instruments

Policies/
Instruments

Policies/ Instruments
• Analyzing concrete instruments to understand
how decoupling works out in practice

Drivers

Drivers

Drivers

Drivers

Present
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How Sinolytics looks at it

In 1 year

In 5 years

In 10 years

Drivers
• Looking at the drivers of geopolitical change to
forecast future developments

Sinolytics’ approach: Decomposing geopolitics down to concrete risks faced by firms
Drivers

Structural
shifts

• Shifting balance
of int. power
• Diverging political
systems

Policies/Instruments
Politics &
ideology

• Export of governance
model to 3rd countries

Supply chain risks

• Ideological confrontation
• Industrial Policy

Technology

Impacts

• Tech decoupling & substitution

Financial risks

• Standard-setting

National
interests

Domestic
dynamics
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• Economic interests
• Security interests
• Political interests

• Societal
pressures
• Leadership
changes

• Sanctions

Geoeconomics

• Market access barriers

Reputation risks

• Trade & infrastructure policy

Financial
markets
Security &
military

• Weaponization of currency
• Restrictions on financial
markets
• Potential military clashes
• State-sponsored cyber attacks
• Security alliances & tensions

Security risks

Operational risks

Sinolytics’ trend monitor: Identifying trends over time to formulate urgent mitigation
actions
Trend
Risk score
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Sinolytics’ risk assessment: Risk assessment along 5 impact categories

High risk
Medium risk
Low risk

Impact in risk categories

Arena

Issue Area

Supply chain

Financial

Security

Reputation

Negligible risk

Operation

Exec summary of this month’s top 3 risks
Taiwan conflict
Security
& military

1

Tech sanctions: New US plans of
sanctions against Chinese tech firms
might escalate next round of trade
conflict

2

Security alliances: Competition for
rivaling regional security architecture
between US and China is heating up in
the Indo-Pacific

3

Ukraine: Some Chinese companies are
leaving Russia, but majority is digging in,
including Chinese auto OEMs; ChinaRussia trade is decreasing but long-term
cooperation to be strengthened

Indo-Pacific
security alliances
Ukraine conflict

Technology

Tech sanctions

Hong Kong
Politics
Leadership change
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Sinolytics’ forecasting: Forecasting the development of identified risks
Risk assessment on 1-year horizon

Ideological
confrontation

3
1

Impact

4

2

Indo-Pacific
security
alliances

5

6

4

Taiwan conflict

Cross-border
data transfer

2

Leadership
chalenges

7

5

6

Hong Kong
tensions

Likelihood

1

Import tariffs

Impact

3

Risk assessment on 10-year horizon

High risk levels

7

Likelihood

Medium risk levels
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Low or negligible risk levels

Risk level at 1-year horizon

Your contacts at Sinolytics:
Luisa Kinzius | Director
Luisa.Kinzius@sinolytics.de
Martin Catarata | Consultant
Martin.Catarata@sinolytics.de

